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I. PEPIWITION OF UdPERIAWSM 
We have seen what profound structural changes have 
taken we in the economic organisation of capitalism. 
The most important of these is tbat free competition, 
seemingly the mhkeable foundation of capitalism, 
has, through the conceptration and cenhbation of 
production, evolved, and could not fail to evolve, into 
its opposit~mo11opoly. The latter (monopoly) has 
left its imprint on everg phase of rife of contemporary 
society. 
AU the most important features that characterhe the 
im-t stage of capitalist development are connect+ ' 
by the closest bonds with the domination of monop&. 
It is precisely the monopolkt c o x l ~ n n  of capital that 
constitutes the essence of the transition from developed 
capitalism to imperhhm. It is monopolies that 
primarily and principally stamp - . * as a 
" special stage in the develop ma^^'' (-1. 
" ~f it were n v  to give the +ie defin- 
tim of i m p r h k n ,  then we should ha- to say that im- 
-I IS the monopoly stage of cafltdha Snch a 
W t i o n  would inckide the featwe ; for, on the 
m e  hand, h c e  capital is bank capital of the few big 
momplist bernks, merged with the capltal of tbe 
combines of manufactwas and, on the othex 
d i d o n  of the world is a -tion £ram a colonial @icy, 
which has exhded without hindrance to terntoria 
unoccupied by any capitalist power, to a coIonial 
have been completely divided. 
R" mmpolistic -on of the territories of the wor w 'ch 
" But veryverg brief ' M t i o n s ,  dtho@ convenient, since - 
they sum- l q ~  $he main pints, are mertbeh iasdeqmte 
kavsetbeyDecegsprilyleaveoutimpmtanth~dth 4 
5 , L- fi  :2$ 
+ .h , 2 
-4% - 1- 
.n rp*. . 
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~ o r m n o p  that have to be M. And so, without fm- 
getting the ;arbitrary and relative d u e  of all dehitim, 
whi& can never include d the d t s t a t i o m  of a phenmn- 
enon in its whole of development, we must give a 
m t i m  of impidism that will e m b  the fallowing 
fm essential featms : 
I. The mmmtratim ofpdudkm and capital deve1oped 
to such a stage that it mates monopolies which play a 
d e w  rBle in economic Eife.  
a hanuat oligarckry. 
3. The e x p t  of capit& which has become extremely 
imptaut* a tii&qwM from the ercport of 
4. The -ion of international capitalist m o n m e s  
which ' share orct ' the world amongst themselves. 
3. The tmrwd . . divi&n of the whole world by the 
gratmt atpi* p w a s  is completed. 
I w @ d L h  as #A8 H i g M  Sbagd of C a w = ,  Chapter VII.) 
Thus we m that hpmahm * .  is a spcct'd sW6, the 
mmSpoW stage, in the. dedopent  of capitalism ; 
that im-, which inevitsbly grows out of pre- 
m m ~ t  capitakm, out of * competition, gives 
biah to sevwal pmdkitia, which dis- it 
@tatiu@ from the capitalism of h e  competi- 
tion. The clearest qmsdox1 of this is tobe found in: 
(I) the law of uneven developat, (a) the decay of 
capitalism, (3) the sharpening of sU the contradictions 
of capitalism, and (4) the fact that imperUsm is the 
epoch of wars and pmIetarian revolutions, the l s s d  stage 
in the development of capitalhi. 

What then is it that d e k  ' this growing uneven- 
ness and the " decisive imporbce  " (J. Stah)  of the 
law of uneven devdopmgt under imperralxsm . . ? The 
f o I l o w i n g v e r y ~ t ~ ( 3 e 5 :  
r. the par- of the w&d among the imprialists 
is mmpleted aad a violent struggle is in progress 
for the " mprwon of the already partitioned 
world," which annot but lead to wats, c d c t s  
and armed &dm ; 
2. instead of fme competrtim we have the domina- 
tion of capitalist mmorpoliies which strive towards 
a new rqmWm of the world, and 
3. " the d W  dmhpment of technique in the 
broad sense bf t?ie word makeg it easy for certain 
i m p h W  p p  to rn- and outstrip other 
h@a&t p p  in the struggle for the conqnest 
of rnafketa* in the struggle for the seizure -of 
soarces of raw materials, etc." (J. Stalin.) AR 
-lead, under h w ,  to an 
accmtt~&tion d er dedqment uneven in charac- 
ter, giving d s  to codids, moving by Imp aad 
bounds, which inevitably &kes the form of armed 
clashes nad c=habq@es. 
The law of the t m m  demlqnnent of ~8pitakm does 
not negate but cwa the mtmy oodmm the fact that 
derring the last few d& the difference between the 
level of hdopmmt of the individual capitaJist coun- 
tries has became less. The " levding up " of capitalist 
countries, wbich WB observed under capitalism, is 
exactly one of the conditions for in- the uneven- 
nedis in the development nuder irnpahlim, 
"For it is preddy bmnw the hkward aomtries 
d e r a t e  their dwcdqmmt and come to be on a par with 
t .  advanced mmtrks, and 'bemuse the struggle of one 
country to  outstrip & bmmes shqm, that the 
p d W w  is created for counb3~ to  sqws others 
and crowd them off tb,e markets.** (S tdh )  
At the same t h e  it &odd not for a moment 
be overlooked that movement by leap and bounds, 
the ocean : .I 
In 1900, aegland -mtd for I903 per eml d . 
theworldtrade; m x g 1 3 t h i s ~ ~ - h a d ~ ~  , 
x 6 * x a n d ~ x ~ 7 i t ~ ~ y * x ~ c e n t  Artthe- 
t i m e t b U n i t e d S f r r f t s ~ i b & a r e h x o - ~ ~  
=t.ia xgootoy-aperamt . inq.  e . , : A 3 
This tendency is even more m k e d  in klw Q&@ 
Fa- x . 
I 1,- F -7 
- -4 ., I 
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showing the mpct ive  shares of Englarrd and the 1 '  
I 
I United States in the imports of the va rha  Swtb 1 w Americen countrk h ~ g n - x s  England's share in the 
I L total. h p t s  of South Ammica was a893 per cat., 
wide that of the United Stat= was 14.4 per cat. ; 
- 
I but by 1927 the situation had changed ndcdy :  
I England's rrhare had dmppd to rg.7 per cent., while 
that of the U,S.A. had m m  h dmbled, 1.ieaching 
L 30.8 per cent. 
The SharpcmEct ofhtm&sbetwem these two 
I I i m p d a m  world m b b  may 'tw owmed h Canada, 
one of the b i t  Mtkh dominions. In 19x3, 73 per 
L cent. of the capital e q w b  to Canada was British, and 
only az per cent. A m e r b ~ ~  In xgaz a sharp reversal 
was noticeable. E n g h d ' s  h receded to 44 p r  cent., 
whereas that of the US.A. m e  to 54 per cent. ; and in 
1930 d y  35 per mt. of worts  there WeTe 
Brit* and 61 per cent. Amxic%n. Are not these 
sufjicimtlycunvbchgto~that theuneven develop 
ment of ' . . in the United States shatters the 
rn-=ting pi t ion  of England in her 
own colonis and dominions ? The codlict betweexl the 
two is dm fought wt in cmmcies, between the Pound 
and the Dollar. 
So far d y  the q m r t  of apital and other " peace 
ful " methods of ecommk and other struggle have been 
d as ammunition to b k d  the enemy. But who 
can doubt that at a U t e  stage these means will 
prwe inadequate and that then real, shells and d 
cannomFpillappearonthescene? 
It is worth while properly to examine the contdic- 
tims which have &n. We shall then see the m e  
. outline of the a new impedist war, in 
- comparison with W xgq-18 war, wia ib 
hmm,  will seem to have b e a  mere child's play. The 
capitalist world has again come face to face with a second 
round of imperialist wars. Thus, the inevitability of 
' imperinri4lt wars, of wan for the -tion of the world, 
I -, I- for the rule of Wee capital, is the brst conclusion to  
z 
be drawn from the une- of the development of 
~~. 
I F  - 
I \; 
I I 
- 
- 
or, as L d n  said in 19x5 : 
" t h e v i c t o r y o f ~ i s ~ ' b l e a t t h e ~ i n a  
few capitalist countries, m in me, taken qarakly." 
(Tk Iw@&lisd War, +a, p. 272,) 
This masterful l.4nis.t prognosis, made as far back 
as the hghnhg  of the World War, has been bdhntly 
codinned by W mer mum of histwid develop- 
ment. The world front of h w  was broked 
through in W t  .Rw&, where the. ~ ~ t ,  after 
its victoriow~duth and tbe defeat of the in- 
t i d t s ,  hasset ahitorebuildits eoonmyon~&W 
lines, As a d t  of the completion of the fmt F h  
Year Plan in four yearsI the pfehiat  of the U.S.S.R 
has laid the fomdation of m i d i s t  m u m y  and h a  
b&gm work on the second FhYear  Ph, the plan to 
bwild up dadws, sddbt society. 
The world-histo& s@nEcaax.e of the victory of 
socialism m the U.S.S.R lies in the enornous strag&- 
e n i n g o f t h e ~ t i 0 0 , n o t o ~ v f t b ~ b n t o f t h e  
World proletariat and the weak- of the front d 
world impmhkn ; far the U.S.S.R. ie the e d a b t  
~ ~ d o f t 4 e w o f l d ~ i n i e S ~ e  . . 
against-. 
Thus we see that the n- in the Wtvpment 
o f ~ i s o f d e c i s i v e '  in detembhg 
the road to be takm to d-m and make 
d a l i s m  vktori~1~. 
Itisnotsu~the&methatthislaw,~overed 
by Lenin, is subjected to the mod violent attack 
by - t h y  Social Democrats, seconded by the 
mega- from commmim. 
Having flung down the gamaet to the Communist 
Party, Tmbkyfoaght with dhhmight e t  hdn's 
law of the--even devhpmt d iqda&m The 
qgment!3 he advan& wae as f&m : 
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I. unevenness in dedapmat is pec& not to  
impiahm alone nor ~t to capitatism alone, but 
to the whde history of the development of human 
d e t y ,  
a. in the conditions of impialism, the unevenness 
not only d m  not increase, but to a considerable 
degree dimhishes ; thIir tendency hds  its expres- 
sion in the ledling-up proms which is taking 
place in the economic dedopment of the capitalist 
countries. 
After all we have said, hardly an- more need be 
added to pmve the fallaciousme88 of this aqmmt. 
Trotsky here mafuses the Ievelling-up process m the 
capitalist c o m e ,  Which actaally d m  take place in 
the conditions of capitalism, with the sharpening of the 
unevenness, the elements of conflict, the catastrophic 
nature of the development of i m m .  
Is it not dew that only as a d t  of Germany's over- 
coming her egunomic and technical bachardnes, as a 
resnlt of Germany's W o n n a t i o n  into one of the most 
advanced capitalkt countries, was it possible for the 
intwests of English and German imperidkm to clash so 
sharply that they led to the World War ? Sixlce this is 
so it foUows that this levelling is preckly the m d i -  
tion, the basis 0x1 which this hrpdng of the uneven- 
ness, the inberent mnllicts, the movement by leap and 
bwnds in the nature of the development of impdahm 
arises. 
Trotsky's break with l h & m  lia, incidentally, in 
the fact that he extends to the whole history of mankind 
a law which applies q e c i f ~ d l y  and is peculiar to  a 
dehite method of production, the mpitalist method of 
production, especially to the monopolist stage of its 
Moprnent. 
Having once trimmed his s& to steer t o d  a 
repwhation of the law of unmm in the develop 
meat of impadism, Trotskyism naturally d v e d  at a 
denid of the possibility of bailding s d d i m  in one 
country, in khis case the U.S.S.R., and h a m e  the 
vanguard of the counter-revolutionary boargeoisie, 
rtnd mio.forth. 
to had the U.S,S.R to 
The produdhe forces of capi- by their verg 
nature are sucid productive forces. 
"Bat the bouqmhk.. . d d  nat mvert t h m  
E i m i t e d m ~ o f ~ m h t o ~ f ~ a f p o o d a c -  
twnwithont:e(gl~themfrmnmeaasdpdmtimof 
the individual into soersl mans of prodaction that Ix 
only by h d t y  as a whole." (Engeh, A 6  
A l r e a d y i n t h e f o r m o f . t h e j o i n t ~ ~ o f  
t h e ~ d h d f o f t h e ~ ~ c e n t w y , E n g e l s s a w  
t h e p r o c e s s o f ~ t i ~ 1 o f p d m t i v e f ~ ~ o n  
in capitalist form. But the of sdab t i on  
nwex achieved such huge dimensions as under 
. . 
=tion ot huge m o n ~ e s ,  which tiominate 
whole brsnches of national emnomy, mmea that d . a l  
productive forces have been cmcabted in emmmu8 
nmhemin thehmds.of afew capitalkts, means that 
there is knm- Sdalhtion of hbonr. This, 
m e m  .that the m t d  p c m d i t i m  uzwary lor 
Idding the new smiabt society are m a w  within 
the h n m Q r k  of apitalh. 
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Capitalism in its in@&t stage comes in &red 
cmiW with the d p m e n t  W t i o n  of produo 
tion, and in spite of thedyes,  the capitalists are 
dragged, as it were, into the new social order, which 
marks the ttansition from ftea competition to complete 
souahtion. The o p p r h b b  and social-traitors are 
thereby afforded an excase for ha+ their " theory " 
of " organised capitalism," the possibility of a peaceful 
transition from capitalism to socialism, the growing of 
capitalism into s d d h ,  etc, But this is so because 
these mtlemen fail to anderstand that socialisation 
p o w  out of @bhn, that it goes forward in capitalist 
form, on capitalist fmndaths, on the basis of private 
property, and that ~ Q T  this reason it leads not to the 
dying-out or ironingat of the contradictions peculiar 
to capitalism, bat, m #h contrary, to an extreme, ' ' 
utlpnadentedly ahrap manifestation of these contra- 
dictions. 
It is perf- obvians that the gigantic proms of 
sodisxtion of pdwtfve forces, since it goes on within 
the framework of capitakt monopolies, sigd5es an 
e q d y  p r $ i c  wmmalation of surplw value in the 
haads o an ms@&mt number of rnonopbts who 
squ- thirP surphrs mine from the wage slaves of 
capitdim. It ftWher dgn%es the extreme intensifica- 
tion of the capitalist principle of apprqxiatim. The 
suciahation of prdnctive fmes confronts human 
society directly with the pdbdity of the transition 
from the capitalist method of prrodtlction to mcialism. 
In this sense, s d a h h  within the framework of the 
monopokt o r g a n h k  of capital rep-ts dehite 
progress dong the mad of development of human 
society. But while the latter has not freed itself from 
its capitalist integummt, " the gigantic progress of 
mankiad, which kas brorrgkt h ' s  soci&atim by 
its o m  work, pm$ts ih s#&." (Lenin.) And I sinmthisisso,it-othtlatoa-gofd , 
the contradictions of capiWbm, it cannot but lead to a 
forcible solution of thee cw 
The contradiction betwem=ter of @uc- 
tim and the private cham&x of approprhtirm remains 
mPmuLlsM 
4. P U T I S M  AND THE D%AH OF C A P I T D M  
. Never before were the p d d m  f~ born crf 
. rn 
apitalism in such glmiqg- with #pit&& 
b v e ~ t e d ~ w i t h a n e w  W m a b  
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and m s  noted for its exkreme pdiplity in the use of 
productive forms, epdally hbour-power. 
Emyme knows .that the monopbt conversion of 
capitat is m ~n~ contradiction with free com- 
petition. This means that under the dombatitm of 
capitalkt monopdiw, the spring which spontaneously 
controls the tehdcsI de#lopment of capitalism 
becomes rnilty and casw to hct ion,  or, better still, 
b e g i n s t o w o f k v l e r ~ r ~ y .  . f 
The domination of c a ~ ~  monopoIy meam that 
the magnates of h c e  -pita1 are abIe to secure high 
pmftts far themselves even without mrting to 
technical improvr?mt?ntn. 
" h proprticm as monopoly prices becwne fixed, e m  
tempwarily, the stimnlus to technical, and consequently 
to all, p~gress tends to disapar, and to that extent 
a h  the m - c  possibility m of deliberately retard- 
ing technid -. . . . k h i d y  the posniility 
of reducing cost of production and i n w z f i t s  
by introducing technical improvements is an mce 
m the directim of change. Nevertheless, the hdmy to 
stapatim and demy, which is the feature of monopolg, 
continues, d and in branches of h d m ,  in cert;un 
countries, for axtab periods of time, it becomes p 
dmhmt." (I*&sm, *u.)  
It is a wid- practice for mipitalist monopolies 
to buy up ptenb for aJl kinds of new inventions, in 
order to prevent their application in industry. U, 
in his I-utism+jmt cited, adduces the example of 
the German bottle tmst, which bought up and pigeon- 
holed the patent of an Am& named Owen, whose 
invention would have revolutionid the manufacture 
of bottles. Another striking example of the Muence 
of the monopolist organisations of capital. upon the 
proms of technical development is the case of the 
Standard Oil Co., the American oil trust. In order to 
get rid of a competitor, this con- bought up and 
shelved the German patents covering the p m e ~  of 
h y d x o ~  cod.
These m p l m  show how the domination of capitalist 
mopopolies inevitably leads to retarded technical 
m m m w  
~ h ~ a r b s t h e ~ t o f t h e ~  
-. 
~ d w e h a v e ~ & m t t h e n a t a % d f t b m ~ 8  
o f t h e p m h e t h d ~ m a e t b ~ m d a b ~ a t  . 
t h e ~ ~ o f t h & ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ t ~  
M ~ . E m d t b ~ ~ d p 6 u * b v e  
m e  h p d b I e ?  Modmx@accowk Such am-- 
+ ~ % y i n ~ e ~ b d ~ w ? i & ~ p b ~  
m&wou$l bve mUug.ixr &mob wi4 the Mmdb 
d * ~ d ~ .  MOreoVw* Leriin says 
On-t r 
<* 1t d be tr'&&e a W e y e  that this tend- to 
d e m y ~ * - & i m ~ o f t h e * d ~ ~ f  
qpwb:* pi&) I .  
Butit+notbe,f ttmthatthebofnnwm 
devdapmtmt n iaks  i t3f ~t hekeL too. ~ 3 i s  again 
m e a n s ' t b t ~ ~ o f ' ~ ~ ~ ~ m  
exhandy ankvdy. Tbw L:n& the W datlbt T t h & l ~ 1 l d e r i m @ a l & 6 B t h e d ~ t  t h e p d w  
t i ~ f m w h ~ d  - ,ep idyHwebke  
iato account the pa&&tks tWpsmt t h m  in 
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capitalism to mean that under imperialism " t8epduc- 
tive forces do not inmaw., but are destroyed," that 
" the  dewiopment of capitahim, of its productive 
forces, is brought to a stop." (L, TRY*.) 
At first this a ~ ~ l - t i ~ n  SXiIIds Vwg ~ V O ~ U -  
tionary. But actually this anti-proletarian, anti- 
revolutionary theory aot only &to@ the real trend of 
dedapmemt of s " , but draws the will of the 
proletariat away from the struggle for the revolutionq 
overtbow of impidism by bef- the issue, by 
denying the p e v e  intensification of class contra- 
dictionsand ~ u ~ t l y  of the cfass struggle. 
Indeed, if impmhiisrn leads to the complete stoppage 
of the development of pductive forces, it should call 
forth the automatic downfall of irnperiakrn. And if 
this is so, the struggle of the proletariat &comes un- 
n e c v ,  superjiuous. Why Wt, when the bottling 
up of the productive forces leads to the automatic 
collapse of imperhhn in any event? The Social 
Democrats have every reason to h o m e  this lhterprs 
tation of the deay of capitalism. We see thus that here, 
as usual, Trotskyism hides the anti-revolutionary, anti- 
prolet- nature of its theoq and pulitical practice 
behind bombastic " Left " phrases. 
In opposition to this, tbe Leninist dochine reveals the 
real trend of development of the productive forces under 
imprhhrn, and galvmks the proletariat into action 
for the revolutionary overthrow of im-, 
While pointing to the gtowth of capitalism, Lenin 
at the same time emphasim the fact that " the tendency to 
stagnation and decay. which is the feam of monopoly " 
(Ibid.) is the main tendency of impedahn. 
The development of imperialism Ieads inevitably to 
the growth of an enormous stratum of capitalists, 
" people who live by clipping c m ~ ,  who take no part 
whatever in production, whose profession is idleness." 
(Bid.) An extremely important indication of the 
parasitical character of modem capitalism is the ever- 
inmasing portion of the national h o m e  in capitalist 
countries that is derived from investments in securities. 
For btamej in ~$99 ,  E@mdQs m u e  fmm the mpd  
of capital amowkd t o f ~  nh&y &one h m d d  
million pounds sterling, while the -ue from foreign 
and colonid trade was eighteen ~ p o u n d s .  &vhg 
~ ~ t h i s f a c t , ~ & m ~ :  
The enmow, + " ~leobtheexport~f 
capital leads wt *=tion of a pamsitid 
~ t r u n o f ~ ~ ~ w i ~  theimpmidist muhim# 
but afso W - t h  c o n d o 8  of the hqgmt hprhW 
$tab into bw#oWtg &a@. I m w  divides the 
wwld bat6 a hm&d of money-hding and an 
o v e m M d d g  mmbr  of debtor states. Mow the war, 
Enghdr and Gemmy were the hgest bmd- 
holding htes.  Aftex the war, the United State8 moved 
to  first p h  ammg usurer stat- 
The rapid rate at which the p~ocedis of decay and 
@tical ~ ~ 0 x 1  d apiW prome& in the 
United Stat#.- be seen from the following dak  As 
late as ~ 9 x 3 ~  the " intmb and dlvidmda " mtPmn 
the ~~t of united stam hmces &wed an 
r m f a ~ b  balance of $xgo,cm,m, PPhile the trade 
I- - balance w-as favo=& to the extqi~t J. $63r,aoo,tm. But mrgz6tbetradebP1PnwdLossede~ofnal~ &a,ooo,ooo, 4 the " m6ereds 4 diddads ' l inc lu93  war loan hatalments) tiii.kQW the ~ O U S  fammb od $6671wo,m. AB fox m d  
af* thew=, t h e m  dits pamiitid disbtegmtkm 
e d * y ~ , - e d  
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elsewhere in the form of iptemst on loans, revenues* 
investments, etc., is mnstantly mounting. 
5. niPERIALIS116 AND OPPORTUNISM 
The decay of capitdam, its parasitical character as a 
d t  of the shaqmhg c~whdictions of impdisrn,  
would lead one to $ u p a e  that the proletariat and the 
ove~~hdming mjorrtg of the intermediate strata of the 
population would Qht to a man against imperialism 
and its policy. But in actaal fact we fmd that things are 
somewhat diifmmt. We are y t e d  with " a veri- 
table rwh of all pqmtkd chsse3, including the petty 
bourgeoisie and the ' fntdgatsia~ to join the im- 
perkdbb." (I*'& War, *a, p. 292.) 
T h i s ~ y i n ~ b k s t a t e o f ~ w i l l h  
madily ~~ if we bear in mind that bee 
capital, tbb@ a whole sptern of limited campmkI 
savings banks, basks and the state apparatus, brings 
all fhe mom rn 1- pqertied classes, hcluding the 
petty-bourgeoisie, mdes its economic sceptre, 
" The &*on of the world by the great nations mesns 
that all thieir-proptied c h s e  are i r r f n d  in 
co- and Qf idnsm, in o p p & g  fom@ 
nations, in more ~ m . b  luaative p t s  and ~~ 
connected with behnghg to a ' m t '  and oppresstog 
nation.'' (Ibid., p p  29-3.) 
This explaias the fact that t h e p e ~ - b o ~ ~ e  gives 
whoXde support to i q e r k l h  and its policy. 
But not only the petty-bourgeoisie and the kt&- b 
gent&, but even certain strata of the proletariat are 
found to be infected with the virus of 
kt bourgeoisie. The m c e  of opportunism is most 
amply exprwed in Lenin's words : 
"Oppmtunian means sacrificing to the temporary 
interests of an -cant minority of the workers the 
fmdamental interests of the masses, or, in other words, am 
 PIC^ of a of th wwRsrs Jkb h q p i s i e  against 
th8 mass 0 f t h e p r o M . "  (W ihIia.-ED.) 
And here the question arises : how is it that in the 
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In conjunction with an analysis of the generat crisis 
of capitatism, m shall m a futpre lesson analyse the 
character of modern M - D e m w ,  which has 
grown inta soc ia l - fwh.  
However, there is w e  more guestion which arise 
here. The hurgmisie is in a position to bribe, and does 
brib (directly or indirectly-it matters little which) a 
relatively d number of the arktocfacy of labourI but 
it is not in a position to hi the mass of the proletariat. 
Still, the influence of opporhdm to-day spreads beyond 
the c h e s  of the labour aristcwacy- This being so, 
where are the form of contemporary social-fascism 
derivedfrom? Let Lenin answer: 
*' However, the thing is clear beyond mhmderstanding. 
ticpowerofthe *- hU-ists conaes om W rJIirnrca with bourgeoisie, t e govern- "T
mmts and the generaf staiYs." ( C W  Wwh, VoL XVIII, 
Co&z$ss of kAd S d  IntmatooloaJ, pp. 309x0.) 
The best cmhnation of these w d s  of h i n  was 
German Social-Democracg until the fascist overturn, 
before the advent of which it held tens of thousands of 
pmitions in the government apparatus, municipalities 
and police. The apparatus of the mass orgahtions of 
the working das, paimarily that of the trade unions, 
was in the hands of the Social Democrats and was kept 
in check by them, a h  not without the assistance of the 
state apparatus. This is of great importance, as it dis- 
closes the 80- h m  which the forces of contem- 
porary social-fascism are drawn. 
We see that ' is the product of decaying 
imperialism and=* out the economic basis of 
opportunism t h y  and the sources from which it 
springs, " we must not lose sight of the forces which 
counteract imperhhn generally and opportunism 
particulatly." (ImpmbPT&s'sm, W a . )  The sharpen- 
ing of the contradictims of impwidism and the 
unleashing of cZass antqpnhs which become more 
pronounced every day, reveal more and more the 
bourgeois, impaiabt nature of Social-Democracy, 
its irreconcilability with the vital interests of the basic 
masses of the proletariat. It is became of this that 
WI, 'IMPSRULJSY AS TEE LAST STAGE riB 
The c o n d o n  of 
ism means that &e 
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the war enornous m a a s  d pk tadms  are to be found 
in Europe and MC& who for s m d  years now have 
hen fluown out of the pmdmction process and have 
lo6tallhopeofevergetttngwurk~. 
This unprecedented hmAse in r m e m w e n t  is the 
d t  of precisely the mono@& nature of capitalism. 
This means, fht ,  a grand p c - a a  of m t r a k t i o n  and 
m6e~.tmtiop of =pita& bat at the m e  time the 
-tion of broad maws uf not d y  man 
~ - h o l d e z s ,  but also of considmble strata of the 
bourgeoisie, in the interests of a handful of c a p e  of 
b e ,  Second, it means the m m t e d  im- 
pmidmmt of the working class, and third, curtailed 
amsumption by the working class and a &idage in 
salts which, in turn, in- memploymmt stiU more. 
A vicious circle is formed: reduced commption 
bwarhbly causes a curtailment of production and, 
ComeqnentIy, more unemploymentt. As a adt of the 
latter, sales shrink stilt more, which again adds to 
nnemplopent, 
There is no need to poht oat that the army of nnem- 
ployed increases because society has sa-ed its r e q u h  
ments, and therefore does not require production on a 
s a l e  d c i a t l y  large to supply al l  the proletarians 
who need it with work OII the contrary, nwer before 
d e r  capihkm has there been such crying d~titution 
as at the p r w t  i m w t  dage of its development. 
WW Of p ~ l e k h S  d @ @ d  of the 0pPWhdw 
to work snd earn a living, becawe the interests of 
monopolist capital demand that it be so. The sodaI 
relations of impmidim stand Eke a ghost between 
the workers and the means of prodnction, dooming 
the former to inhuman suBerhg and starmtian and the 
latter to inaction. Here we are confronted with this 
chronic incongruity : that the capi-t social refations 
are incompatible with the M e r  d e d q m a t  of 
society and its productive forces. 
The dear& expresionoftherapad~~ofmodern 
mpitalism displayea towards the worldng class, the 
main productive force of d e + y ,  is the Ford snd other 
s i d h  conveyor systems, where the tendency to con- 
Xam pointed out in 
To be convinced of this one need only compare .th 
respective positions of the workers under capit dim md 
under the nzle of the Soviets, where, owing to t h ~  
socialist character of production, the workers b m e  
the complete masters, the direct organisers and Ieaders 
of the productim processes through socialist corn@- 
tion, chain brigades linking shop to shop, the setting-up 
of counter-plans by the workers to top the plans sub- 
mitted by the shop admhhhtion, etc. Anyon8 who 
contemplates this di&wnce will immediateIy see the 
batmful effect the conveyor as applied by the wpit dish 
has on the physical and mental development of the 
worker. It will become dear that the conveyor system 
under capitalism is not linked up with technique itself, 
as it is in the Soviet Union, but is m y  a means of 
extracting more profits for the capitalists at the cost of 9 
the physical ruin of the conveyor gangs. 
I m w  drew a clear line of demarcation between d 
the interests of the prole- masses on the one hand, 
and the handful of bourgeois moaopoly-holders on the 
other. For the degree of sociahtion attained under 
impmkhrn not only forces workers wt of tbe produc- 
tion process, but makes the c a p i u t s  themselves 
superfluous, depriving them, as it does, of any sort of 
socially useful functions, converting them into a " small 
band of secd~-hnldem," who have " no other social 
activity bat to rake in their incomes, clip coupans and 
speculate on the Stock Exchange.'* (Engels.) It is just 
this circumstance in combination with the h i e d  
exploitation of the working class, which unmasks, 
meals and expozles the utter sharpne~~ of class antago- 
nisms, inevitably givm rise to massmlutiwary battles 
, a Jfought by the proletariat for the cwerthrow of capitalism :I 
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and develop into p r o b r b  revolution. IWha6s'stro, 
WgbfQ8, b s c m  th &#6 0f$YOkhm 7td&Q?t. 
It &odd be borne in minrl that the contradiction 
b e t w e n t h e ~ ~ t ~ d n d ~ i s t h e m a i n  
mwtion, but not W-& class con-n of 
im- The domhaw a f - m ~ ~ ~ ~ l i s t  capitalism 
~westhecuntmstbebeenbwnaedviuage.torea& 
i t s ~ , a s b M € a k t h s ~ ~ h a a d  
paurntion of tha pasan*+ The intemsts of hance 
I 
=pi@ thus m e  into d c t  not odywitb the intemb 
of the pdehrkt, but h with those of the small and 
middle pasantry, w w  in the col4lkks of western 
1 Europe and America rqmsmt a considerable section, of 
the population. This extends the revolutiamy, anti- 
i m m t  front. 
At the same h e  i m p i a h m  leads to the utmost 
a h q y h g  of conhdictiom betma the coImies and 
their mperkbt mother countzks, to an enormous 
increase in the national-revolutionary mwement of the 
colonial and s e m i - c o I d  couptrks. fn the van of this 
enormous revolutionary army, leading the revolutionary 
struggle for the overthrow of imperkdh, guiding the 
otheroppreaewdcZassegandtheoolonial~e%,wefmd 
the proretariat. 
Im~is thehighes tmdthe las t s tage inthe  
development of capitdhn Bight, -use within the 
M e w m k  of capitdim there k no forr;e capable of 
raising the national emnomy to a stage higher than 
" the transition stage from complete freedm of com- 
petition to complete -tion." Last, because 
i m w  sign%es the p g n w k e  development of 
class contradictions, because in the womb of imperialism 
are created the economic and orgmhtimd pre- 
requisites for converting national economy into a really 
. . 
smabd economy, into economy mgdated by society. 
k u s e  impezhbm is apitdism where 
" paimte economic Pelations and private pm@y reIa- 
tiom constitute a shell which is no longer suitable to its 
contents, a she.ll which must of nwasity begin to decay if 
i t s d s t r t d m b e ~ b y a r t i f i c r a l n z e a n s ;  a W  
which may cw~tinm in a a t e  of h y  for a fairly 
r. what ia ths dsemkEY 
impmdbm and maven 
w itdsm? 
1. & t i s b a c a n c a o f t h i s h w i n t h s  
3. m y  tho nqlatim d t a  h* rc -ye*  s 
of the protetarian rwdlltlop ! 
4. m y  dm8 thegrowth of d t i a  uadm impdawa 
aeeentnab ca itallst c~~~ ? 
5. w h . t i . t b s d l B s w e c ~ 1 1 t h s ~  
" VIII. Q m s m  OF BOURGEOIS, Socf~lrF~scrsr 
1. BOW BOURGEOIS SCIENTISTS DEFIPIE EYPERULXSM 
dictions of iqmiakm, & d n g  UniBSmtiaZ debgig - ' 
and reform projects, to which t h q  ascrib deci@ 
im-• 
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Thw, Lkham,  one of &e greatest bourgeois 
students of ~opopolist c o m h ,  & imimperialism 
" &ti# capitahmIw thereby dishacting attentim 
hthesubstmceofmon and harpjbg rather on 
the legal form in which eare do- Sombart 
~ i m ~ t o t h e p w i o d a f N a c h h # ~  
(Postapitabm), thas g k & g  o m  the basic featares 
of bpahbn* p a r h h d y  jta mon'bund condition 
which, in his T- dates d y  sine the World War, the period of ~&~~ Flfe cspitabm). Be 
depicts i m p d h n  as a pow of expolnsion and trie 
to assail the " me-sidedn- " of Mamim, which in the 
hd d y s l s  e x p h h  impmidim by changes in 
economics alone. He enumerates *'nine caws  of 
i m m , ' *  including even " digiolls " =use, which 
are made to e q h h ,  for example, tsarist " Russia's 
striving after Constantinople," md the " national " md 
" racial " tendencis which, he claimn, are characeristic 
of G e m a n y ' s  enemies during the World War, but not 
of the Germans. 
More often than not imperhkm is taken to be the 
policy of colonial expamsb, whmby the tadid dif- 
ference between the colwxiaZ Nues of monopolist 
capitalism and pre-monopM capitalism and even of 
the a n h t  method of production are gheed o m .  
This tendency gwa to ridicdmu exhems, as when 
Drerup in his A w  Einttar A m  A d w h  R+Wh 
(Frm BH Andmi W b K c  of Lawpm) characterises 
the policy of Athens in the day of Demosthenes as 
" Pohcarkaq." 
Ernest SeiUiire, a French " scientist," and his school, 
in their slavish w d p  of i m w ,  went even so far 
as to grant it the life-span of the organic world : 
" Imperialignisasoldasorganiclife, astheoriginofthe 
f i r s t d , a n d t h i s  on means nothing more or less 
than the endea~0ur "P"" o every Iiving being to come closer to 
its environment, to  evolve, to enlarge." 
In other words : we a n  dl h q d d h t s  ; there always 
has hem imperialism; and there always wiU be 
hqmiahm. This is what these people try their utmost 
Then he tries to cmvert 
wars into phenomena 
refemhg to H@'d 
e a d s t s i n w  
BEFORE THE W m  
(a) K&ws Tksory 
The overt and covert M-Demomatic th- ,d 
~ a r e & y a v a r i e t p o f t h e ~  
a m t i c  theories. 
Kaxl Kautskg, who mpmmts the centre of SdaL 
Demcwy, " q p d  " with CUIIQW, the ap1- .& 
~ , a n d c a l k d f o r a ~ 1 e ~ t ~  I 
im Hemaintainwitbat; 
t' Imperialism is a product af highly developed indddd .. 
apitdIml. I t c m s i s b i n t h e ~ o f ~ ~  
cap i f i t  nation to sab'qipte and annex an ' 
h @ 3  *& ( - 4 8  i tdk-E~. )  ' 
tive of what nations inhabit it." 
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to s e k  lands of every dwdpthn, e ~ e n  the most 
i n d ~ ~  (France's annexation of A l s a c p ~ e  
and the Saar Basin u n h  tb Versaills Treaty, the 
occupation of the Ruhr d h W ,  &e to seize the 
left bank of the Rhine, etc.) This in view of the fad 
that there are no more h e  h d s  ; and in orda that 
Frace may set up its own hegemmy and s u m  the 
hegemony of its rival l 
Kautsky based his dehitiwt of imperialism on the 
dversally h o r n  fact that tba development of @cd- 
tare lags behind that of industry, becoming a drawback 
to the develqmmt of the latter in pqmtim as its 
scale, its -d for d i n g  markets and sources of raw 
materials and fdstufIs grows, in proportion as 
agraxh spheres bemm indnshklhd as a result of the 
expod of capital. But this contradiction between the 
deveIopmt of industry and @true is a peculiarity 
of cap~talism in all its stages ; it is not the main contra- 
diction ; snd Kautsky m d y  touched upon its mami- 
festation Sa the sphere of cirdation. Therefore, he 
detached imperialist palitks from " the economic basis 
of the trusts and banks " (I@&&sm, sw@ra)-from 
the fxhr which hrpem dl the contradictions of 
capitalism at its impahlist stage ; and he left room for 
the mibility of the existence of modem capitalism 
without an impakht policy. 
ICautsQ chrng to his mistake of detaching the politics 
of imperialism frmn its e ~ ~ l o m i c s  when he wrote his 
pamphlet, N&*maZ S U ,  Im#miaEisb S U  a d  L- 
of Stds,  pubfished in rg 15. There he directIy ascribes 
imperialist policy to a c e  capital, and the tendency 
towards internalhd peace and demomacy to indus- 
trial capital. Pointing to the increased elasticity and 
adaptability of capitalism, which he e l a h  is a mult 
of the war and enables it to resist imperiaIism, he 
continua : 
" Imperialism is only a ~ e z  btlt not of 
eaonamic n d Q .  Not y 1s qm not n v  
for capitalist economic life, bat ~ t s  impdance is @y 
-ted in many quartms." 
He was thmfow. 
"fromaptdyecwomic i n t o f v i e w i t i s n o t i m ~  
thatcBpitalisnwillyetgo&ughsntwphase,~of&q 
extension of the pliq of the cart& to foreign poIicy, dm 
phase of u l t r a - i m w . " '  
This rmsmhg of K8ubky has its roots in his abs- 
tion from the reaJitia of modern imperi&m with its 
uneven economic and plitical bdopmt, whicb bas 
taken on apecnliar form and become much mme. inten* 
in consequence of the rule of m o n o p o l i ~  -tlsd 
element of which is the inwitability of wars far the 
putition of a worId a h d y  divided. In his -, 
Xau*, on the contray, s t m m  the quite meaabp 
1- point that "evolution is promding toward8 
monopoly; therefore the trend is towards a single d d  
monoply, to a universal trast." (Ibid) This pint S 
completely devoid of m a  because 
" the development in this direction is 
p o H t i c a l , n a ~ & c . , e t c . - t h a t ~ m a ~ ~ ~  
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w i l l b a ~ , ~ t h w ~ . ~ ~ f i n a n o e  
capitals will have formed o worId & of ' d t r a - i m w -  
ism,' i m p i d i m  wdl inevitabl wphb, ~~ wdI 
u:. palm, zbdd Kwh, VoL XYIII, 
to a d  Wald E m ,  &Pi. B*, in rhich the latter speats of ths 
conlceimbility of a uni- tmst, bmt within the c m h ~  
O f f ~ ~ t i O P a l b o r m d a I i e a , i ~ ~ ~ o f t h e ~  
d mlnt ioa)  
Thmfore,"totbinkinthe~"ofaphaseofultra- . . 
meam "inprdce . . . to becaane'a oppw- = "rejectsthe hardtaskpof to-daginthename 
of dnans about easy tadm of the futum' ( I W M t  
ww, P* 403.) 
(b) W o I f  Hd&~diq ' s  T h y  
Rudolf H i b d i q ' s  prewar adpis of monopolist 
capitalism in his Fimw C- (I=) d&m from the 
avowedly anti-Marxian theory of Kautsky in this : that 
he, belonging to the A u s h  school, i.e. to  those 
" Mmdsts" who hide their conciliatory attitude 
towards o p p r h h m  b&bd " revolutionary " -, 
endeavoured to  investigate l b m c e  capitalism, accord- 
ing to the sub-title of his book, as " the latest phase of 
+tabst dedopmt " (Iw@dist t l ,  swa) ,  from a 
covertly anti-bhxkn angle, mnnitesting a Qertain 
" j n c l i n a t i o n t o r e c o n i l e M a x b m a a d ~  . .I 
(Ibid.) 
Wis analysis exhibits the following basic feature in 
CMD~OLZ with the " theory " of Kautsky : (a) @tics 
are detached from economh in his investigation of 
=pitaJim and imperhkm; (b) his approach to the 
inmtigation of i m p e d i m  is d i s t o r i d ,  &had, 
and purely " theoretical." h m  is earunined not 
as " the developmat and direct ~ ~ ~ l t i a u a t i o ~ ~  of the 
hasic features of capitdim in pad" (hain), bat 
with the phenomena in the sphere of cjrculation taken 
as the point of departure, disconnected from the 6 
contradictions of capitalism. 
Having by his revision brushed aside, as if non- 
aistent, the true M e r  which & the d w d  
cartel unattainable, ~~ indulges in mbdow 
" The tendency to bring b u t  a p e d  cartel and the 
tendency to form a centraI bank mcide, and it is from 
their nexas that the tremendm pow& of a c e  ca 'tal 
to  aollcmtrate arise.sB ( ~ - ~ e r d i n g ~  F h w  cW.PI 
Hilferdhg's tendency to devitab the main contra- 
diction existing between the social character of produc- 
tion and the private character of appropriationI which 
impels and leads to the revoluticmay aut ion  of 
capitakn, again 5nds erspresSon in his exphatiotl of 
crises. These he examined without refeTeace to their 
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essential c o ~ e c h  with the grwrring rmdermmump 
tion of the massts, which is another manifatation of 
this main contradictim of =pi* This inevitably 
leaas him to conclu& that it ~ 3 %  for capitalism 
to develop without crises, only production is 
properly pmprtimd" @bidd) T h e d m  -ding, 
who denies that it is W b l e  fez idid& &eIs " to 
prevent the m a r r a c e  of criww " (Tbid.), wrote : 
"Snchataracanoocarodysu 7 by d h t i n g  
the entire production to a certain mtro It is a q-tion of 
power as to who ex& this control and to whom the 
produetion belongs. A general artel would by itself be 
economidy d n b I e ,  a a r t e l  which would manage the 
entire prcdwth and would thereby eliminate the crises, 
though such a condition of affairs is socially and politically 
impossible, because it wodd pi& in consequence of the 
antagdm of interests which it would accentuate in the 
extreme. " (Bid.) 
Thus Hilferdhg evm then admitted the possibility of 
" organised " capitalism without crises, a capitalism 
w i t k i ~  which, a d  i~ c m e q w w e  of tkg shu~pming 
c o t d r ~ W m  of whichI he expected the proletariat tq 
come to power. 
We can t h d m  understand how EW&gl who 
. .  . mumu& axld durred over the growing contradiction= 
of capitalism in ita im- stage and painted the 
, b e  pqm, of " mpdsed '4 c a p i t h  in glowing 
colonrs, came to  overlaok saeh M d c  features of 
m o n ~ l y  capit* a its e t i s m  and decay, which 
render it a " moribund " c a p h l h ,  although these 
features had been noted and d e s a i i  by the social- 
reformist Hobbson in I-, long More H%erdhg. 
It was therefore not addata1 that HiFferding in his 
Finma Ca&#d wrote as follows in connection with the 
&wpening'struggle of the workers' organisations under 
imperiatism against the shag&- assdatioxls of 
entrepreneurs. 
"Thereby the  question of ending the strike has been 
chaaged from a question of trade mi011 to a qwtim of 
political power, and the more power has shifted in favour of 
the entrepreneurs through the rh of their o q p k b ,  the 
" The s d a h i q  function of fmance capital f & i U  b%s 
of wr&idsm to an extraordinary degree. As 
sowas - m d ~  captal has brought the most im-t 
bmhes of ploauction under its conbol, It is dc ient  if 
d e t g  takes 'on bf finance apitd thrwgh its 
( B O ~ ~ ~ S - E D . ~ - =  mseiaus extcutive wgaa-the st&, 
wn~uered bv the -t--in ordm to d ~ e  at t : ~  
c m k d  of the iost  i m m t  bmaches of produetion, 
. . . TalringpssessionofsixofthebigBerh~would 
~ w y b e t a n t a m o m t t o ~ t a k i n g o f ~ e ~  
"m-t spheres of lar&wde industry. (Ibid. ItaIica 
Durs.-E~.) 
Who could divine here that by this pdd, hi16 
fluent W t i m  to " U r n , "  " in the violent dash of 
hostile intemts, the dictaturship of #the magnates 04 
capitdim is ultimately ~~ inb the dictatorship 
of the proletariat." (Ed.)  For with h wotds 
meding CQIlcfu~ his treatise, to cwer up hh 
asxrtims elucibted abo* w*, like Kautsky, mootha over the contra= 
dictions of capitalism which have bcmm dsupwd @? 
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of monopnlies, and hum4 out 
" dhtmirnperi* "-of an 
ignore the "decisive 
separately." (Tk I-# War, su@a, p. 272,) 
And, moreover, not necessarily in the capit&tidy 
IU& developed country. Yet t h a  are the very con- 
chsions dram by the  social-fascists in their theory of 
3. R06A LUXE-WRG'S THEORY OF =RIALISM 
In spite of the revolutionary d c e s  she rendered the 
world proletariat, Rosa Luxemburg, through a number 
of opportunist t h d d  and practical mistakes on her 
part, objectively bmught grist to the miU of oentrism in 
its struggle against Bolshevism, particatarly in its 
~ g g l e ~ t t h e ~ t h e o r g o f i m p e r i a h m .  
In xgx3 she published a Iarge valume entitled C+ 
~~t Acoumartdiwr, d.ealing with the queeticm of the 
economic explanation of im-. This book called 
furth extensive polemics both among the Social 
Democrats and among the revolutionary &mists, In 
it, Rosa Luxembatg endeavoured to refate the bour- 
geois intqwtatian of Tugan-Bafanovsky and the 
social-tlemocratic interpretation of ~~, con-. 
cembg the schemes of reproduction In capitalist society 
which are described by Marx in his second volume of 
Ca@l. Thex i n t ~ t i c w s  aimed to prove the 
of capitalist development without crises, 
provided the correct pmportiwat codations Wwem 
the main subdivisions of prductim are main- 
tained. Bnt in her attempt to refnte this theory, which 
kds to the theory of " orgamed she 
committed a grat blunder lwmdf. 
ltn hm Cafi'takb AccormWm, Rosa Luxemburg, 
p h i d u g  @st Tugan-mmIry,  stated : 
. 'Y 
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" The mahation d ~ f o r ~ o f  
hba smety can- 
dation to  the tw h: that the 
capitakt3 themdm4 b a ~ : ~ o n & m ~ ~ t h e  com- 
d t i m  in WW fie mxmmhted mkplns value is 
embodied, for the pu& d 'WbhWg ma ,  
~ o s a ~ u x e m b u r g ~ ~ t b e ~ :  
" Capitalist accumrzlaticw req- #t - a, moth rn 
envhmmat of non-~~.pitaM d fhai't it 
pr.ogtrrser with the latter in mnshxt *-, 
a s i t ~ , a n d c a n e x i s t o n l y a s l t m g a s i t ~ & ~ "  
(Ibid.) . ,.,* ., . 
Starting from the necessity of capitdhm Q qmnd 
in order to conquer colonks and backward count& for 
the purpose of ennukg the pod'bf i~  of rtdh@ 
accumulated surplus d u e  in entering mto f%cbge 
with a non-capitalist environment, Rosa Luxembm , 
I d e f i n ~  i m p d a l h  as fdows : 
" IQI& as a whole is nothing else but a #d& 
methd of acannulatim. 
" I m ~ i s t h e ~ t i c a I ~ n o f t h e ~ o d  
capital accumulation in its commbve stmggle for 
remnants of the n o n a  'tglist world miliw, against wb41 
no attabeat has p t  k Ieded. 
"However the w m r  economic driving forces af im- 
peria l igmmaybemoreexady~, thismnchatany 
rate is clear and genmdy Imawn: its essence con&& 
the a d c  and politid cumpetitive stnrggle atwwg 
thaae caan* for such territories." (Ibid) 
Rosa Luxemburg's defmitions of imperhkm, mu& 
as they diBa in form both methodo log i~  a d  
theoretically from Katltsky's &$mition, ned&ma 
are substantidly at one with hls a t i o n .  Fare* 
cwsider imperhhm to be the rapaciow pdbp bf 
industrial capital towards non-ap iW m, id. 
a g m h  countries. Tkns while according to Kanw 
another, a non-hpdaW, poky is ~~ m w k  
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imperialism, Rosa Laxemburg asserts that the im- 
policy is n v  +at dl stages of capitalist 
development ; for according to her theory, the d a -  
tion of surplus value is, in the very nature of the 
capitalist method of proddim, impcssib1e without a 
non-pitakt mvhment. While according to 
Kaatsky a stage of peaceful " ultra-imperklh " and 
of a correspon-ly pceful hnsiticm to socialism is 
possible in the future without ;the revolutionary over- 
throw of capitalism, according to Rosa Luxemburg 
capitalism may dtimately pi& in conssquenu of a 
" purely economic mtastmphe " without the assistance 
of the revoIatianary proletariat. She writes : 
" Capitalism is preparing its own demise in a h f o d d  
m n w :  on the one hand by heading for the moment 
when, due to its exps ion  at the expense of all non- 
capitalist forms of PKpduction, all h d t y  will consist in 
actad fact wkly of capitalists and wageworkers, when 
consequently further expansion and therefore accumuh- 
tim become impossible. At the m e  time it accentuates, to 
the extent that this tendency forces its way, the class 
a n t a g h ,  the i n t m t i d  ecmomic and political 
amachy, to such an extent that long before the logical con- 
dudon of the economic development--the absolute un- 
divided dominatiw of capitalist production throughout the 
world-will be reached, the rebellion of the internatid 
proletariat against the domination of the capitalists will 
have been bmught about ." (Ibid.) 
Thus in her assertion that a revolutionaq uprising on 
the part of the proletariat was necessary to  desk'oy 
capitalism, she Mered from the Social Democrats and 
agreed with the ~~ ; but, on the other hand, 
she divorced this uprising from that higher stage when, 
a o c o ~  to  her theory, the economic contradictions of 
capitalism wi l l  become dmpned, when the entire non- 
capitalist environment will be crowded oat. She thus 
* down to the viewpint of the automatic collapse 
uf capitalism, a m d i n g  to which capitalism meets its 
doom without a revolutionary struggle. 
1 t i s i n t h i s " t h e o r y " o f h ~ p u t f o m a d  by 
~ L ~ b u r g , o n e o f t h e l e a d e r s o f " L e f t " ~ -  
Dem- in the Second h h t i o n a l  and W 
I ~erman ---tic P*, h t  h a  dew& evidence of the w d m s s  of this tendency, 
which, both before and during the wax 
" rep-@ a w d  and p m m h  group whi& had not 
yet acquired orgadsatid form, which was i M q $ d y  
not strangly prepad, which was &raid even to pronounce 
the word ' mptun,' ' ql i t  ' . . . with tbe o z p T i : ;  
I (Stalin, @&mas C- #k Hisdmy of Boh 
' Lenh and the BoUwh in 1903, in 1905, during the 
war and a f t d  fought irreconcilably against the 
inc.ossistency of the German " 1Lefts " in their Qht 
+t centxitm, * t  their tendency towards con- 
ciliation with -, and to carry grist to the mill of 
Russian " Left " centrism-Tro-, in prtkolar. 
L#h, in criti Rues Luxemburg, spoke in the 
Pam#hkd 6y Junius of 
"theweahessofdtheGermanLeftswhhavebmme 
entangled in the hideous net of mCautskyian h&, 
*try and ' f rhdhegs '  tawards the opport&ts." (I-*, *a* )  
And f w h r  on, 
" J& " ( R m  L - W S  & a p . - E ~ . )  " has 
not compEetelyM kimdffrom the ' en-t ' of the 
Genaan Social Democrats, wen the Lefts, who are afraid of 
a split, wbo are afraid to f o h  revolatimary slogans to 
their logid concltlsio~ts." (Ibid.) 
4. W E  SOCIAL-FASCIST c''PHEORY OF ORG1WISBD 
CAPITALISM " 
The W d d  War was a pm&d test of the p w a r  
th& of the Seooad Inknational ad immediateIy 
r ~ t h e t r u e ~ c e o f e a c h d t h e m .  Allfractions 
d the German Sdal-Democratic Party dandy 
voted for war d t s  to the gmmment of the kaiser 
and took an active part in the " defence of the Father- 
land." This d e  plain the o p p o M  issen- of all 
the theories of imprhkm created by them before the 
war. 
Lenin and the Bolsheviks, who immediately d e d  
I 
q 3 n  the  in^^ proletariat to mvwt the 
@&&t war into civil war @ indicated the concrete 
&*thisEd: M ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ @ O U ~ ~ M O ~ ~  
Che -ce more &ed the dle of the Bol- 
as the d y  mpmmtatives of the revolutionary 
p m l e i a t  in the Second International. 
This opportunist essence of the tbewies of the leaders 
of the Secand International, especially of Geman 
W-Demmaq, which had been e x p a d  in the sight 
of all, began to develop further at an increased pace 
after the war, and to &cad the last remnants of 
revolutionary phmdogy. 
The d - f a s c i s t s  saved capitdim atso after the war, 
when they did their utmost to  assist in smashg the 
proletarian revolutionary movement in Germany. The 
masm in Germany, revolutionised during the war and 
actidmi by the October Revolution., were by violence 
and e e r y  forced back once more into the capitakt 
slavepen. But the did not forget the old m l u -  
tionary slogans of Social-Damxq. They 
rative as they d e d  them to mind, impeded to 
by the growing aontdhths  of capitdim and the 
suocesses of sdalist ~~ in the U.S.S.R. 
Withia tbe  Social-Dammtir; Party iW djdlnsion- 
m a t  and doubt in the possibility of a h h h g  
by mtam of the tic^^ wed 
gmand. What was there left for the d - f  a&ts to do ? 
Eva More the war, as we showed above, they had 
conceded the possibility of a single u n i v d  cartel, of , 
the coxlversiun of apitdh into a "coasciouslp 
organised economy," After the war the Social Dem+ 
crab began to put the case as follows : the realisation 
of socialism depends solely upon the conscious activiq 
of the proletariat. They endeavoured to divert the 
dissatisfaction and gr- revolutionary activity of 
the proletariat into r e f d t  channels. 
'' We have always been of the opiaion," said H i l f a h g  
in his report  deli^ at the Com$ress of the German SociaI- 
Dmomtic Party held at Kid m 1927, " tbat the fan of 
the c8fitaXst system is not to be mpcted in m e  f a M c  
~ o r o t h e r , w i U n o t o c w b y ~ o f i n ~ l a w a r  
ofthesjrstem, but ~tthefal laft?w~~piUstsystemmust 
be the c m d m a  deed of the workhg cIass." 
K. Xantsky writes in the M+&t Cmc$iiopc of 
Histmy : 
" T h e ~ n f ~ d o n o t  P d  upon 
p s i i t y  or n d t y  of an impending pse or decline 
of capitalism " 
but upon the " prep- " of the proletariat. The 
strengthening of the burgmi& which takes place 
pardel with the devdopmt of capitalism must not 
confuse the proletariat, as aS stmgh minctearres simul- 
taneously, though in awther sphere. 
"The -pit&& are kiomhq inereasfngly stPong in 
economic10, the p r a m  in p6lrtics." mid) 
I 
The Aw~Mwxist h e r ,  alate as 19x7, had the 
following to say c o n e  this sbngthenhg of the 
- p r dw t :  
I 
"And thas it (the pro-t-En.) as a rule feels 
I - distinctly that dready to-day the kernel of &dim ma9 be 
said to lodge in all institutions of the capitahk state." 
The pmletariat felt this in stern reality in view of the 
functions of the 
f q c t h s .  But at 
I the same time the prolet&at to mabe more and 
more that " the mace of * "wadvmatedby 
the smiabts, consists in =pat of its vital 
interests. 
Since the reidmemat of the proletariat in the 
politid sphm, into which LCaubQ wmts to draw it, 
is important for the proletariat onfg to the extent that 
it can in the h a l  analysis lead to a repkcemat of 
capitalism by s m & m  . . and improve its m a t d l  @- 
tion, the &-fas&ts had to fmd sum semblance of 
economic grotmds for their litid programme, despite 
the fact that they make a vage between politics and 
economics, as clearly a 
I 
T- from the statemah given above. They had to  h eome shadow of proof that, on. 
coming. into powerI they would be able to redb the 
transition to s d d s m  and improve the po&h of tk 
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p"1eMat. They therefore bqaa to argue along the 
following line : 
"Thedecisivefactwhthis: thatatthemamentweare 
ia the period of a p i t d h ,  which in the main has ovwcome 
the emof free competition and the swap of the blindlaws of 
tbemarket,adthatweaceoomingtoa~pitalistorgank- 
tion of emnomy, i.e. frwn an econom of the h e  play of 
forces . . . to misd qco~ny." ( & a s  report at 
the Kid w - L ~ C  Pnrty Crmgresn) 
This " organbed economy," an m o m y  hierarchic in 
its orgmisation, antagonistic in form, would mem for 
the proletariat that 
" the conditions of work become more StabIe in character, 
Thus the attahment of a hscious "organised 
capitalism " would &aww be in the in- of the 
proletariat, from the point of view of the social-Wts. 
Only thus will  the devdopmmt of economy itself, 
according to their opinion, mate  rnditions for the 
paceful conversion of capitaIism into s o d i m ,  by 
means of conquering the state. Thus the proletariat 
woutd be confronted " only " with 
" the psoblan of transfomhg this emnomy, organised 
and dimted ly s8a -*is&, into an economy directed by 
#e dmm& skrls, this tmnsformation to be effected with 
the aid of the state, wi th  the aid of cmsciow s o d  regala- 
tima'' . . . into an ecrmomy " ditected by the r e m t a -  
tives of the producers, the cammers and the dm-tic 
mPmwLmd 43 
- "rt y ecanomic lam *#--a the 
pddph was uhtedby Dr. AbdtBrappthal, 1 
~ A t r s b r P ~ , i . i e . ~ d t b e ~ ~ s g c i a -  
~ W h o d e l i g h t i u ~ ~ i n f X b e b a m e r  
il
'I 
ct y.rrlm plmadoq and horn rhps bobm Hil- l 
t ~ h a d ~ ~ ~ l a . m o f r t ~ t b s t i B  
~ d u ~ o f a ~ t h & i s ~  
' f r o m c a ~ ' ~ b t o ~ ; " ~ ~ - ~ ~ c a n d i d  
NBI* brothers write: " cmpiWism a d  
~ t h e r e ~ e . . ~ ~ ~ ~  
-ing of c % p i h h t  m t l ~ ~  in. CmSyYmce d the 
world war and the genmaI d k  of capitahsm, for wbkh 
it laid the foundation, there , w i t h d  away these 
flowers of Marrdan phmeo which had bidden the 
- 
P - truly 9 p p o ~ ~ c e  thepwaxthmtyuf 
I W d n g ' s  disciple, Bramtbal, cmnot now take 
refuge bebind stack phrases like " Ilktatash@ of the 
- 
proletadat,'' as his teacher did in his Fin- C@iW in 
q g .  And d - f a d Q  h g  ago repudiated eveu 
- verbal recognitiw of the p d e k h  ~~ and 
W e v w g t h i n g ~ ' b l e t c r 0 ~ t h l s ~ f r Q m M a r g  
- d Engelds e w ;  m-, thq er;re notrp th- 
, ~ & e s ~ t h g ~ t h e h t m t r g o f p r o ~  . (1 
: &*the U,S.S.R Bramthal writes : 
a 
"Wsownideaof  thedtosm3alrwohtkwasd 
- 
l ~ d i & e r e n t f r n m t h e r o a d m s e e t &  
' r l m m m e P a i m a r r i c r d ~ u . d & ~ *  
; & ~ o f ~ a a r y ~ i n * t f b ; r m ~ d  I m o ~ u t i ~  take its coarse: 
I t i s e f l ~ u g h t o j u x t a p e ~ ~ ~ t s m d e  t ' 1. B r a ~ l ~ i t h a l m d r b o t i k n a i d i n h k d = ~ ~ % - ~ ~ ~  
I 1 ' -  
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fiogramm addressed to the C;erman WorkersJ 
Parky (Martin Lawrence and XnWtiOnal PuWhms) 
- a ~ e n t a i s e c t e d  
~foreaannerof 
criticismi the point in the p g m m m  dmhg to the 
demand for a " free state " on the basis of bourgeois 
& e t y , ~ h i c h i s m a l ~ t o ~ ~ t h e b o ~  
demouatic republic, as is done t-y by the sociaE 
fascists, It theP becomes clear tbt Bxarmthd's words 
are dictated by his horror of h t l y  admi* y t -  
day Social-Demmacfs complete repudiation of Mam 
and Engelds revolutimmy theory : 
" ~ e a p i ~ ~ d c o m m U n i s t & e t y ~ b a  $& of rerwkrtdorrary & a m f W  of the one into the 
other. There is also a politid transition period m-d- 
hgtuit,whwsh&wnbsno C l S e W t h e r m ~  
diddwsk@ of the p l ~ . 4 ' ~ y  itah.-En.) 
Therefore Lain wrote that " only he is a Marxist who 
h e s  the idea of the class strug& to the point of 
proletarian dictatorship." 
Tmtdcykn was always a reflection of centrism, of 
Kautd@sm in the communist movement Therefore 
there is nothing m q r h h g  in the fact that Tmtskp's 
theory of Imperialism in hemetid s h & m  i s  only a 
variety of the Ka~bkyhkatrist t h e o r p o f i q d d b ,  
which was c r i ~ . & % e m h  even befme the war, 
At the base of the T m t s ~ ~ o f i m ~ ,  
.as was the case with the I G a u w  dehition, we 
h d  a severance of politim fmm economics. This 
smerance inevitably leads to an ignoring of ths 
economic content of im- and to a e  complete 
-on of the wholc theory of i m g d a l h .  As a 
matter of fact Trotsky do= mk reco@me - 
one of Leain's to- of ' . . a *  Be mmpIetelgt 
+om capitalist m o n o p m f  as he is con- 
m e d  hance capital is identid with laan apital. 
The W l e  to prtition the worId is depicted by 
Trotsky as a strnggle merely for markets where to 
a n l o a d w m m W m ~  A U t h e t i m e h e t a b a h t t h e  
export of c o d t i e e ,  just li& ICanwa ahdntdy 
ignoring the Leninist position that the kht shge of 
capitalism wi th  its doninatin of monopolies is charac- 
t e d d  by the Oaca 'Wprimari2y. 
The point of ~ $ T m w s a r p m t  mn- 
ambg i m p h h m  is tht! bourgeois scheme of the 
dedopmt of ecaomic forms, a a&erne he -wed 
from M a a b .  Tmtsky di* the history of palitid 
e c o n o m y i n t o t h e ~ ~ :  village,regi@ 
national and world emnomy. The epoch of im-, 
i n h i s ~ , h t h e e p o c h o f w o r l d ~ y .  Thiscon- 
~ o f ~ a # & s T m t s k f s c o m p l e t e ~  
o f a l l t h e r x r a i n ~ ~ ~ ~ l s o f ~ ~ ~ h e  
~ - t h e m a l l . t o a ~ m ~ i c m b e t w e m  
world ecmw and individual national stn'w. 
Tmdqwrites: 
~ * I m p ~ i B t t i e ~ t m y ~ ~ p ; ~ ~ o f t h e  
pmgnsive tendenq of ecmomic ' t: to cm- 
a t m c t ~ a m n o m y r m a ~ ~ ~ ~ i t ~  the a • ' , 
fetters of n a t h  and State: 
And, as Trotsky pints out fmther, all this l& to 
"the rephement of national great powers by an 
im*t -Id power." 
What real differace is there between Tmbv8 
"imprialist world power" and Katlws dtra 
i m p d d h ?  O ~ p n ~  It is d y  tb Bame 
t h q ,   form^^ fn sommh@t difkmnt* better 
cam-* l=ww 
~ a e ~ ~ o t t a e ~ F O ~ t h ~ o f i m ~ ,  
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mh~ d k e  deeper root ; it propagates the idea 
w r a e  3nmaslngly agpvz1ting con^^ under 
b@dkmmberepladbya" peacefd"agmamt 
'I . ammg the capitalids and impmidi&. Lenh tburdme 
% I  I y repudiated Tmtsl@a Kantilfdan themy EL ZZSuxli tai  states Eompe. He wrote : 
"Frwnthepoint ofviewoftheeconamicconditimsof 
hperidkn . . . the United States of Earope under 
~~ is either bpmible or mcdonary." (Th 
1- Waf, H a ,  pp. W o . )  
Thus the basis of Trotsky's theory of i m p e d h n  is 
the K a u W  theory of ultra-im-. The greatet 
defect of bis and of Kautskfs theory of im@ahn is 
that it misrep-ts and ignores the decisive import- 
ance of the law of uneven development in the qmh of 
impenakm Trotskfs misstatements on this question 
we have already discussed in the b e g h h g  of this 
pamphlet. It shonId be clear to everyme by now that 
the Social-Democratic denial of the possibility of 
buiIdhg sochkm in one cwntry, a proposition which 
Trotsky advocated in 1927, is merely a simpIe rdbm- 
tion of bis old Social-Democratic views wceming the 
victory of the prohtarh d u t i o n  in genersl and the 
theory of i r n p m i d h  in p a r h k .  
T m b w s  theory of imperialism is in violent contra- 
diction with the peal motion of impe&Jbm. Ever since 
19x5, down to the present day, Trotsky has been oppos- 
ing the Leninist theory of impmabm which has been 
fully m n k n e d  by the entire revolutionary practice of 
the proletariat, and he contin- to espouse the 
count=-revoIutimary fheory of ultra-imperih. 
Hence his theory of the stagnation of the productive 
forces of which we have already spoken, an@ his 
" famow " theury of the automatic d p s e  of capitalism. 
The latter marks the cnrwning point of the Tro-t 
theory of i m p m h n  In his opinion, d u t i o n  is 
impossible in one country, for ' . . 
revo~utim " on a natiod basis- 
" d y  the intmatioaal &a1 revoltdion am create the 
mMhg and the form, with the aid of which the revoh- 

' ve 6nd the same assertions in Comrade BdhrinJs 
boog criticking Rosa Luxemburg, iahis article3written 
in rgag and m other works by him. 
As we have seen, however, Comrade Bukkin failed 
to draw from his theory of capitalism " organised " 
within the hdividnal apiWt countris all the con- 
clusions that the social-fascists drew fmm their theory* 
Although he asserts that competition and the contra- 
dIcti011s of capitalism on the worId market and in 
" internatid economic relations " are -bated, 
he does not s u k i  to the themy of n l b h p a d k m  
s-y he did not aocept the theory of g4 inam& 
dmomacy,'' i.e. he did not f o d y  endorse dabam- 
tioR between the d a s e  under =pi- H-I 
h i s ~ m t h a t t h e h t & k ~ t i o e l a i r s ~ ~  
fully  TOW into socialism in the m d i k  in 
the U.S.S.R., his attwnpts to m p h e  the 
~ t ~ ~ ~ t h e ~ t i m t o ~  
by -ti in the sphere d diatn'bution amount in 
substance to orennnciatim dthe class straggle. 
Stadng from his idea of the d q m h g  of capitdisk 
mtradictium in " international economic relations " 
and the organhation of ~ p i t a h n  within & individual 
apitaEist mhics, Comrade Bzrlrharin was of the 
qbhm that the proletarian revolution wi l l  come abut 
only in cmnection with war. This proposition which 
outwardly a- very revolutionary, since it takes as 
ib point of deparhue the shaqmhg of impaidkt 
~ ~ o l l s , m a c t u a l f a c t ~ t b e ~ t , a n d  
fritters away its m l u t i ~  energy, heping it fnun 
.r for revolution in the iakrim wars, making use of situations favourable for revolntinn5 
in times of pmx and from simultaneody s h g g k g  
a@mtthewardaages. I t i s n o t ~ c n l l t t o ~ t b a t W s  
theaay a peculiar variety of the theory of fhe " auto- 
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matie aoIlapeem d apiiwn, that it is & in the 
same mould as Rosa Lu~pemburgs theorg. 
The sdd-fasdts, uf coucse, sought to coin illegiti- 
mate profit from Comrade BI ' ' in's theory by gdm- 
ing it off as the viewpoint of the Commnnist ter- 
national, thus d e t d q  the m from making a 
- revolution and facilitating the preparations for inter- 
I ' vention against the U,S.S.R, " the disturber of the 
F" Tbis latter dunmy is to be found in the 
mutes and d&ms of the Brussels Cong~e58 of the 
Second In-tiad 
The Bokhdh,  headed by fRnin and Stalin, fought 
, , without stint against ~~ Bddhn's mist&= 
both during and after the war. They employed Merent 
; forms of criticism ~ t c c o r d h g  to the concrete conditions 
of stmggle at the given moment. Comrade Stalin's great 
service in the shy&  against the " Right " opportunist 
mistakes of Bulbrin, as well as in the earlier strug& 
against cwnter-revohtbna~~ TrotdqhnI was that he 
gave timely warning to the Party of fhe dangets to the 
proletarh rewlution lurking in B ~ ' s  theory of 
" organised mkmanagemeat~' as he had done previonsl y 
- when he pohnised against T r o w s  theory of the 
" permanent revolution." Standing at the head of the f 
Canintern, at the head of the stalwart, hecmdable 
C.P.S.U., . M e  Stdin tumaskd the Social-Demo- 
cratic e x a c e  of the theory of orgasised crtpitahn and 
' , mustered all the revdntionq forces aronnd the kmq 
of the Combtern to sbqgh  for the world revolution 
under the bgenw of Leninism, under the banner of 
I '  C o m m h .  
C' 1 7. THE UTEST " LEST " T H E O m  OF THl3 A U T O T I C  
CO-E OF CAPITALISM I 
bial-fascb, however, cannot dkpeme with its 
*'Leftist"screen. 
This h -y SO b&y, when the mdJ- 
contradictions, dictated by tbe development of ~e 
general crisis of capitalism, are. rapidly d u t i m b b g  
the m. The masm are inoensed at the capitakt 
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-*em, but large d o n s  af thm pkhriat, 4 still 
larger sections of the pettpbmgmkie, have not yet 
realisea that i m p h l i m  mn be d- only by 
remlution and that this d e d &  heroic e%rks and 
&a. f t i s t h e ~ ~ t h e " ~ " ~ - f a & b  
toturnthesevacillati~~s-ofthethetoasseSeadvan~ 
of the bolxrgeoisie when h h g  decisive battles. 
F o r t h i s p a r p o s e R u w ~ ~ b u r g ' s t h m y i s ~  
wt, since she was mlntioxuy fn paactice and was 
therefore murdered hy the hixed assassins of the W- 
fascists, and cmqwitlyenjoys tffmendwsppnki~ 
among the labmhg pophe. Shielding themel- 
behind Rosa L n x a n h g ' ~  authority among the mas#, 
the d - f d t s  ~ ~ t e d  upon the masz~es preckly 
the t h e o r i ~  con 
-% which she - mistaken, par- ti&Iy the thaov of e automatic collapse of captal- 
ism, wbich Wws logically from her theory of the 
&tiw of vaEne. 
In I@ Fritz Stemberg pubwed a pretentious, 
stupidly bombtic and illdigested bolt entitled 
fm#&iat i~ .  In it he revised h d - M t  
spSt all the fundamental theories of M a d m ,  from the 
materIaIist mception of history to the law of the d u e  
of laboor-power and the general law of capitalist 
a m m u I a ~ .  Aft- th is  "preparation" he p 
n o d  Rosa Luxemhug's AccwwMm of C w k b n  
to be " of epoch-- importance," and fdy  
endorsed her conclusions with but a few minor mema- 
tions. He " improved " her theory m only one 
instead of asserting that it is i m v ' b l e  to 
the sarplus value in a M t y  consisting only d capital- 
ists and workers, he claimed that onIy the fedhation of 
a certain "comumpt@ h d a "  was impo&le, 
and maintained that " m comequmce of the permanent 
&proportion between the pduction of the means of 
producticm and the production d the means of con- 
swaption, there arises s snrphzs of cammm' goods '*- 
' 
which, he says, leada to the aatomatic c & p  of 
capitaIism. L 
Grosmm mnd&mk fb) ''awise" sternberg* 
Rejedng the Madm theory of exphitation, and 
IwmULmt 
r e f ~ t o ~ a s ~ a s a " ~ s p e c t r e , " h e ,  
~ , p u t ~ a t h e m y a ~ c ~ r d I n g t o w h k h t h e  
i m p o v ~ e 5 1 t  of the pml-t is a factor M 
s t a v t s ~ t f i e ~ d ~ ~ , a n d o n t h e o t B e ~ h a n d ,  
~ t e d t h a t ~ ~ d ~ o m e t o r n i n i n ~  
~ c e  d the impovddmmt of the b o q d b ,  
d h y t h e ~ y f a l E i n g r a t e o f p 6 t .  
It is pat hrd  to md&&md that Stemberg, when 
h e ~ t o ~ , ~ h i M d f r e a d y t o c o m -  
W e  theZr m , & e & e s  with a few mematimu. 
A. Nmland, a "I&" Memiha made an attRmpt 
t o ~ d e t h e i e ~ d t o o o m p e l t h e i r a a t h m  
towmkoutash&~ofautmaaticata&rophe.  
h t h e a a t n m E l o f x g p t h m a ~ t h e Z a ~  
K u # i w s m  (EW.d# a$ C W )  by Preslsra- 
-, the well-lmm Tmt&w -. In 
thisbookhegims anewv&m ofthefhmmaq theory, 
which cunoedes it is pdible that 
" the capitakt sJrseem.. . may have to enter a 
w h e r e t b e v e r y f o r m o f t h e ~ c m ~ t ~ ~ y  
m, when the gradual economic development wil l  
to a st altq$W3 and the tendenq t o  simple q d u c -  3 tim gain the upper hand mme aqd mom*" 
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-tic of the hostile, sdal-bckt, and antitiLenhist 
t b r k  of every desgiption, h o w  '' left " the 
-logy h which they are cloaked. 
The various "theories" on im- of the 
British reformists clan be dealt with by the student io 
light of the forego ing4  m light of the practice of 
the Labour Governments and of the attitude of the 
Labour Party sad T.U.C. in opposition. 
OnlytheLeninisttheoxgofrmpetlallsm . . 
* .  
the scientific 
study of hqmmhm as the last stage of capitalism and 
the eve of prole- d u t i o n ,  supplies the prole- 
tariat with a tmty weapon to  wield in its struggie for 
the abolition of imprklhrn and the establishment of 
the proletarian dictatorship-a -pan wherewith to 
confound its e n d m  in its really Bolshevik struggle to 
build up classless, socialist society. 

